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Note: Answer 4 questions only. (25 points for each question)

Q1/ A) Deline of the following: (18 points)

1) Adiabatic process,

4) Spontaneous process,

2) Reversible process,

5)First larv of thermodynamic,

3) Open system

6) Isolated system

heat engine. Find Tg if you

A

B) The rvork output is 900 kJ an<l heat rejcction is 150 kJ of Carnot
knory thatTa=l7og. (7 points)

Pr
P\

Q2l Find AU, AH, g, w, and AS for a reversible ideal gas of

curve A, D and E shorvn in figure, then prove that AU, P I

AH, and AS are state function while q and w are not.

Q3/ A

l)
2)

3)

4)

s)

Carnot engine that operates between the temperature T11:850 K and Tc=300 K. The

engine perfornts f 200 J of rvork each cycle, which takes 0.25 s.

What is the efficiency of this engine.

What is the average po\yer of this engine.

Horv much energy is extracted as heat from the high tempcrature reservoir every cycle.

How much energy is delivered as heat to the low temperature reservoir every cycle.

What is the entropy change of the working substance for the energy transfer to it from

the high temperature reservoir to the lolv temperature reservoir.

Q4/ A) Prove that: a) PVv is constant along a reversible atliabatic process. b) AG : AH - TAS,

B) I ntole of N2(g) at 25.0 oC and a pressure of 1.0 bar undergoes an isothermal expansion to

a pressure of 0.132 bar. Calculate the rvork done. (use R : 8.314 JK-') (10 points)

Q5/ A) Prove that: a) Cp: C, + R lbr an irleal gas, b) Cp = @HliT)r.

B) Is the follorving reaction spontaneous? (10 points)

co(NH2)2(,q) * H2O61 cozrgl * 2NHj1*1,

if you know AH=l19kJ, AS:354.S j/K and T:25oC

(ru.ltlrenn)
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Q.l-A- Find the

Answer four questions only

cuffent through the 2 f) resistor.

a
)

Rr:2O \

\!

R2:4Q

E2:6V

Q.l-B- Q- Find the phase relationship between the waveforms of the set

v:5 sin (wt+39o), i:10 sin (wt-60").

Q.2 A- a-Find the total impedan ce Z7 in polar form.
b- Draw the impedance diagram.
c- Find the current in phasor form.

Q.2-B- Z-hp motor operates at an
input in watts? If the input current

efficiency of 75o/r. What is the power
is l5 A, what is the input voltage?

E-12

e:3 sin (377t+30")
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5kf) 4kQ
Q.3- Find the current I.

Q.4- Find the
resistor R. (15

Norton
mark)

equivalent circuit for the network external to the

20v

5Q

Q.S-Using the format approach, write the nodal equations for the network.
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Note: Answer four questions only.
Q.1: A/ For what we use: (5M)

1- the tool (label).

2- menu editor.
3- the function Len(x).

4- the property (autosize).

5- the dialog box (inputbox).
B/ Write a program to compute the circumference and area of a square after

entering its side length (L) using a suitable design. (circumference=41,
area=L').(7.sM)

Q.2: Al What is the difference between: (5M)
1- cint, vql 2- int, fix 3- inputbox, messagebox
4- Conditional loop, counter loop 5- single, string

B/ Write a program to enter a number such that when the number is positive
greater than or equal to 50, the message (gegq-!-uq!) will appear and when the
number is positive less than 50, the message (hard luck) will appear. (7.5 M)

Q.3: A/Explain how we can create a menu in a project, and add sub menu to the
main menu. (5M)

B/ Design a form with a textbox and shape (circle). Use select statement so that
when user enters (g and y), the shape colored to (green and yellow)
respectively. (7.5 M)

Qa: A/ How we can enter many elements to a list using input box? and sort the list
alphabetically? Explain that. (5M)

B/ Write a program to enter n numbers and find the average of negative
numbers only. (7.5 M)

Q5: A/ How many multipliers of 7 are there between 14 to 77 ? Write a program to
find that. (sM)

B/ Design a form contains two option buttons such that when click on the first
option button the text will be appear in capital letters and when click on

nd option button the text will be appear in small letters. (7.5 M)

Best wishes
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L- (a) An electron with kinetic energy of 1000eVhas a wavefunction given by

Y(x,t)=Asin(kx-wt)
a- What is the relation between the wavenumber and the kinetic energy.

b- Find the value of the wavenumber (k) for this 1000 eV electron wave'

c- Find the value of (al) for this electron wave.

d- What is the value of the velecity of this electron wave'

(b) suppose there are two
space stations at rest

relative to each other and

separated by a distance of
1 Km . A rocket is traveling
at 0.6c along the line

connecting the two space 5
stations. At time t=0 the
rocket reaches the first station just as its ctock light up. According to the

rocket .how far away the other space station

Z- (a) A photon with an energy of 120 keV scatters from a free electron at rest.

The angle of scattering is 500 . (a) What is the initial wavelength of the

photon? (b) what is the final energy of the photon? (c) what is the final

kinetic energy of the scattered electron?

(b) What kinetic energy in eV should electrons have, so that their de Broglie

wavelength is 1.25 nm?

3- (a) A photon with an initial energy of t4 keV scatters off of a free electron

and changes direction by 550. What is the wavelength of the scattered

photon? What is the recoi! speed of the electron?

(b) A spaceship is 75 m tong according to an astronaut on the ship. As

it travels away from Earth, scientists on the ground measure the length

of the ship to be 51 m. How fast is the spaceship traveling away from

Earth?
a-(a) Light (etectromagnetic radiation) is incident on a silver plate. What is

the threshold frequency of the light in order for electrons to be freed in

the sliver? lf light with twice the threshold frequency strikes the plate,

what is the maximum kinetic energy of the freed electrons? What is the

speed of the electron in this case? What wil! happen if visible light strikes

the silver?(work function of silver is 4.3eV).

,;
-)V= 46c'
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(b) Find the lowest energy level for a particre in a box if the particle
is a billiard ball ( 0.200 kg) and the box has a width of 1.5 m, the size
of a billiard table. (Assume that the billiard ball slides without
friction rather than rolls. That is, ignore the rotational kinetic
energy.) (b) since the energy in part (a) is alt kinetic, to what speed
does this correspond? (c) How much time would it take at this speed
for the ball to move from one side of the table to the other? (d)
what is the difference in energy between the n = 2 and n = 1 tevets?

5- answer two onlv
(a) An electron in a long, organic molecute used in a dye laser behaves

approximately like a particle in a box with width 4.19 nm. (a) what
is the wavelength of the photon emitted when the electron
undergoes a transition from the first excited level to the ground
level? (b) what is the wavelength of the photon emitted when the
electron undergoes a transition from the second excited level to the
first excited !evel?

(b) calculate the energy in ev of a neutron (mass L.67s xLo-27 kg) that
has de Broglie wavelength of 4.1 x10-12 m.

(c) How fast must a meter stick be moving if its length is observed to
shrink to 0.5m?

GOOD LUCK
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Note answer Four questions onlY

a1\ (a) sotve the o.D.E ff + tan x sin Y

(b) Find Laplace transformation

f(t) - ez'(t * sin t) ?

: sin x sin y3 ? [10 marks]

for the following function

[7.5 marks]

1

a2\ (a) Find Fourier series for the

f(x) = x * L ouer the interual 0 < x <2tt?

(b) rino # ,f w = xz *Zxy -3x23 ,x: €t ,

!=sintz , z--t3 ?

Following Function

[10 marks]

[7.5 marks]

a3\ (a) sotve the o.r.r#*4H+3v = eSt with v(0)

by using LaPlace transformation ?

(b) rino the area bounded bY Y = x' and !:6*x? [7.5marks]

= 0, i(o) =r

[10 marks]

N
\1

a4\ (a) evalurt" ff I{f* + yx)dydx [7.5 marks]
Y

(b) Find inverse Laplace transformation for the following function

(s) - 7Lru1r-zs? [10 marks]

a5\ (a) fne glgs and height-of a right circular cone at a given instant

(t) are r(to1-1- 20 cm and h (t) - 30 cm , respectively. lf (h) and (r)

increasing at a rate of (2 cm/sec) and (L cm/sec) . Respectively. Find the rate

at which the Volume is increasing at this instant ? [10 marks]

(b) Evatuate I: If=? dydx by changing in to polar coordinate.

Good luck [7.5 marks]
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1) the mechanical properties 2) the magnetic
bels. (4 degree)
rom the planes (111) the Bragg angle is 19.2".
FCC structure, Avogadro number 6.02x1,023

le. (6 degree)

wire? (G degree)




